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Exhibition lighting in galleries and museums 

In April 2021, we designed a luminaire with a 4000K 50Lx High CRI rating for rooms with high demands on displays and colour rendering, such as the Russian Graphics 
Room at the EMR, which meets the requirements for display and colour rendering,  

  
Fig.1 Location of the dimming controls in the vertical position of the luminaire. Right - luminaire mounted in GA-75 base. 

To meet the requirements of light exposure and conservation of works, we developed a dimmable luminaire with neutral white light for the new Russian Graphics Room 
at the Ekaterinburg Museum of Fine Arts. The new luminaire gives an opportunity, depending on the place of its installation on the ceiling: To create a light spot on the 
size of the work, to set the exact brightness of the light spot (as brightness changes when changing the size of the spot) and get a hall, evenly illuminated with the exact 
arrangement of the light design on the arrangement of the works, with a smooth gradient "vignette" on the edge of the light spot, "softened" light (without a sharp contrast 
shadows) due to the use of the Fresnel lens in the lamp and multiple "re-branched" beams on the lens. The brightness adjustment range of 1-100% on the luminaire body 
enables arbitrary dimming and maintains the recommended illumination standard of 50lx for samples and materials with high requirements for colour pigment retention 
and light sensitivity. The 5-button radio remote control allows the lights on each luminaire to be switched on in any sequence and a guided tour in an interactive format. 

 



 

 

Light 4000K, 50Lx, dimming 1-100% 

Pentax DA 1:3.5-5.6 18-55mm camera,  

Colour correction Dfine Pro, 

HDR Efex Pro 

Examples of photos taken with this luminaire:  

Pentax photo shoot - 

https://cloud.mail.ru/public/gZL5/q47bdVsqX 

Video and third party social media -  

https://www.facebook.com/PMGroupLLC 

4K video -  

https://youtu.be/n6YpuzBn-9M 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 

      
 

Fig.2 Simple geometric shape, three sizes (17W, 20W, 30W) and two enclosure colours - black and white. Three colours for the brightness knob - black and brushed 
aluminium, black with chrome trim. Optionally available with GA-75 round adapter (choice of black or white) for ceiling or wall mounting, as a standalone luminaire.   

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Fresnel lens (concentric circles) gives "softened" not sharp shadows from frames, "soft edge" of light spot like a vignette. Variable focus in a range of 18-60 degrees 
allows to receive the size of a light spot of 0.8--1.5 m from a ceiling of 2.8 m, brightness is adjustable. There are High Colour versions (CRI>90) and Truecolor versions 

(CR>I98). Video comparison of the HighColor and Truecolor versions https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pydBSXtHzxE on painting 
 



 

 

  
Fig.4 Madonna and Child (two of the five works in the West European Art Hall of the MBUK NTMII). Example of lighting with standard track-mounted 

LIVAL Glider luminaires prior to upgrading the hall lighting to specialised lighting.



 

 

Important functionality - we can change focal distance in each luminaire (spot size), it allows to make the size of light exactly on the picture - no matter how far away 
luminaires are from the painting - it looks professional and neat - no extra lighting and the emphasis is only on the work itself (see an example of similar lighting in the 
Ekaterinburg Museum of Fine Arts and Salon Du Dessin Gallery - they actively use this light). 

 

   

Fig.4 St Catherine's Hall with icons from the Nevyansk School, in the EMI, video 



 

 

Technical features of the range of luminaires 

Dimmable LGD-ZEUS-4TR-R67-10-17W Day (WH, 20-60 deg) ARL luminaire,  

Powered by AC 220-240 V, 

Protection class II, 

Enclosure IP20 Metal,  

Lens - PPMA, Frenel Lens,  

Adapter standard - 4TRA three phase, 

Warranty - 3 year warranty,  

Type - suspended for track/rail 4 wires, or single wall/ceiling mounting  

Power 17W. (20W, 30W) Luminous colour DAILY 
NEUTRAL 4000K,  

Luminous flux - 724-1000lm (17W), 1600-2000lm (20W), 
2400-3300lm (30W)    

Angle of light - adjustable angle of 20-60 °,  

Colour rendering index: CRI>90 highcolor CRI98 
truecolor  

Luminaire body - black/white metal  

Accessory colour - black/white 

Dimensions - 67x180x155mm, 88x200x162mm (20W) 

Weight -- 0.450kg (17W), 0.9kg (20W), 1.2kg (30W) 

 

 



 

 

 

№ Item Кол-во Qty 
Price small 

wholesale, up 
to 30 pieces, 

EURO 
1 Dimmable ARLIGHT LGD-ZEUS-4TR-R67-10W Day (WH, 20-60 deg) ARL, IP20 Metal, 3-year warranty, suspended 

track/track light, 4 wires, 10W. Luminaire colour DAY 4000K, luminous flux 800-1000lm, adjustable angle 20-60°, 
CRI>90. Luminaire body black metal adapter colour - black 
  
 

1 pcs. 75,00 

2 Dimmable ARLIGHT LGD-ZEUS-4TR-R67-20W Day (WH, 20-60 deg) ARL, IP20 Metal, 3-year warranty, suspended 
track/rail 4-wire, 20W. Luminaire colour DAY 4000K, luminous flux 800-3000lm, adjustable angle 20-60°, CRI>90. 
Luminaire body black metal adapter colour - black 

 
 
 

1  pcs. 90,00 

3 Dimmable ARLIGHT LGD-ZEUS-4TR-R67-30W Day (WH, 20-60 deg) ARL luminaire, IP20 Metal, 3-year warranty, 
suspended track/wire 4-wire, 30W. Luminaire colour DAY 4000K, luminous flux 800-3300lm, adjustable angle 20-60°, 
CRI>90. Luminaire body black metal adapter colour - black 

 

1 pcs. 135,00 



 

 

4 023998 Base plate LGD-4TR-BASE-WH (C) BLACK 023999 BLACK 

 
 

1 pcs. 9,00 
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